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ABSTRACT
Past work in the area of adaptive navigation support assumed no difference between different interface implementations of personalization approaches that are conceptually
the same. The goal of this paper was to compare the impact
of different implementations of the same adaptive navigation
support approach on user perception and performance.

Figure 1: A partial view of an annotated example with a
check mark annotation for clicked lines.
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1.

DESIGN CHOICES FOR ANS

Adaptive navigation support (ANS) is a group of technologies that support user navigation in hyperspace by adapting to the goals, preferences, and knowledge of an individual
user [1]. Over the years, some efficient ANS approaches were
established and evaluated. Many teams suggested different
sets of icons to implement conceptually the same personalization approach (such as knowledge-based or prerequisitebased annotations). While each of these efforts was typically
evaluated and proven efficient, they implicitly assumed that
the choice of icons to implement an adaptation approach
does not matter, and that only the approach itself does.
In this paper, we present our attempt to compare different implementations of the same ANS approach in interactive program examples produced by the WebEx system [3].
The original WebEx system has no link annotation, however,
more recent versions used simple history-based link annotation: code lines already accessed by the user were annotated
with check marks as shown in Figure 1. Our goal was to
determine the best knowledge-based annotation approach
and to find the best way to combine it with history-based
annotation and direct recommendation. We expected that
visualizing this information dynamically (i.e., displaying it
as a visual cue next to the line) could help users select the
most important lines. The design alternatives for icon-based
adaptive link annotation in the WebEx examples are as follows.
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Knowledge-based annotation. The first design used a “filling” metaphor displaying icons with different levels of filling
to show the knowledge behind each line. This kind of design was explored in the past in [7, 3]. Five discrete filings
were defined from 0% to 100%, with 25% increments to represent 0% to 100% knowledge behind the line. This design
is referred to as A1 (see design A1 in the knowledge-based
annotation column of Table 1). The second design (A2) explored earlier in [6] used different intensities of the green
color. As student knowledge increases, the green color of
the icons becomes darker (see design A2 in the knowledgebased annotation column of Table 1). The third design (A3),
explored earlier in [5], used a gradient that ranged from orange to green colors for the icons relative to the knowledge
of the student. As student knowledge increases, the color of
the icon changes from dark orange through yellow into dark
green (see design A3 in the knowledge-based annotation column of Table 1).
History-based annotation. The first design (B1) borrowed
the common Web browser design that changes the color of
visited links from blue to purple: the icons next to lines that
were viewed by the student are filled with a purple color.
Since this history-based annotation must be used jointly
with knowledge-based annotation, there were three possible combinations: B1(A1), B1(A2), and B1(A3) shown in
column B1 of Table 1. The second design (B2) followed the
approach used in the current version of WebEx (Figure 1): a
check mark sign over the bullet to indicate visited lines (see
three combinations of this design in column B2 of Table 1).
Recommendations. Two designs were explored for the recommendation of an example line. The first design (C1) simulates the bold font used, for example, in [2], by increasing
the width of the icon border to indicate recommended lines.
The second design C2 used a red star as an indicator of
recommendation, just as in [4]. Similar to history-based annotation, the recommendation was used with the knowledgebased annotation designs A1–A3. Columns C1 and C2 of
Table 1 illustrate how knowledge-based annotations and recommendations were combined.

Table 1: Design alternatives for annotation of links in an annotated example
Knowledge-based annotation

History-based annotation
B1
B2

Recommendation
C1

C2

A1
A2
A3

2.

THE STUDY

We designed and conducted a user study with 31 students
at the University of Pittsburgh to assess design alternatives
for the three types of icon-based ANS reviewed above. The
designs were shown with the full set of icons for each kind
of annotation, as shown in Table 1. The subject was asked
to provide her/his opinion about each design alternatives by
answering a 5-item questionnaire. After that, the subject
performed three tasks (Task 1–Task 3).
Task 1 provided three code examples annotated according to three different knowledge-based ANS alternatives,
i.e., A1–A3. The subject was asked to circle the lines that
showed minimum and maximum knowledge in each example
and then she/he had to select the design that made finding
the lines with minimum and maximum knowledge easier.
Task 2 provided three annotated code examples and asked
the subject to circle already accessed lines. Each example
used a combination of knowledge-based annotations A1–A3
and history-based annotations B1–B2, which indicated accessed lines. Odd-numbered subjects received combinations
B1A1, B1A3, and B2A2 and even-numbered subjects received combinations B1A2, B2A1, and B2A3. At the end
of the task, the subject had to select the design that made
finding the accessed lines easier.
Task 3 provided three annotated code examples and asked
the subject to circle the recommended lines in each one.
Each example used a combination of knowledge-based annotations A1–A3, combined with annotations C1–C2 for showing recommended lines. Odd-numbered subjects received
combinations C1A1, C1A3, and C2A2, and even-numbered
subjects received C1A2, C2A1, and C2A3. At the end of the
task, the subject was asked to select the design that made
finding the recommended lines easier.

3.

FINDINGS

The alternative designs were evaluated using data collected from both questionnaires and tasks. Analysis of the
questionnaire data showed that the annotation approaches
that appeared to be interchangeable were actually considerably different from user prospects. The designs that used
filled bullets (A1) turned out to be significantly better than
the design that used different shades of green (A2) and considerably better than the second-best design (A3) that used
a progression of orange to green colors. The design that
annotated an example link with a check mark (B2) was significantly better than the design that used the purple color
(B1). Similarly, the design that annotated an example link
with a red star (C2) received significantly higher preference,
as compared to the design that used a thick border for the
bullet (C1).
The in-context perceptions of subjects collected during
the tasks showed that user preferences changed consider-
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Figure 2: Percent of subjects favoring a design before and
after performing (a) Task 1, and (b) Task 2 and Task 3.

ably within the task’s context. Figure 2a illustrates how
the favored design changed after performing Task 1. While
an orange-to-green gradient colors were generally considered
to be a good idea, this particular color scheme was clearly
harder to use in-context for finding lines with the most or
the least knowledge, and this resulted in 9 of 11 supporters
of design A3 switching fully to A1. Similarly, after performing Task 1, out of 4 subjects who initially favored the design
with a different intensity of green, as in (A2), 2 switched to
design A1 and 1 switched to design A3.
The favored designs for the history-based annotation and
recommendation of links also changed for some subjects after assessing the designs in the context of Tasks 2 and Task
3. Figure 2b combines odd- and even-numbered subjects
and shows the change in favored designs for annotating links
with browsing history and recommendation. The number of
subjects who favored design B2 increased after performing
Task 2 while the number of supporters for design B1 decreased. Preference for recommendation designs changed as
well. The number of subjects who favored design C1 and
C2 decreased with the latter one experiencing less loss, only
loosing one of its supporters.
Taken together, these results show that two or more alternatives for the selection of visual cues within the same conceptual ANS approach might differ significantly from the
prospect of user perception and task performance. Moreover, user assessment of different ANS design options could
considerably change when working with them in both a realistic context and in combinations with other visual cues.
However, it was interesting that in all cases, the top designs
A1–B2–C2 identified in an out-of-context assessment increased their standing above other designs during in-context
evaluation. Our findings stress the need to pay attention to
designing visual cues, and not only to the approaches themselves.
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